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http://www.fionnamariani.com
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http://www.allisonnowakshelton.com
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https://www.instagram.com/carolbellese/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/carolbellese/?hl=en
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A SLICE OF LIFE IN A GOVERNMENT RUN 
QUARANTINE CAMP IN HONG KONG

REFLECT
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https://www.instagram.com/cobycobster/
https://www.instagram.com/cobycobster/
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Material Needed:
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https://www.instagram.com/genecheng/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/genecheng/?hl=en
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Days were no longer 
dull; I found colour in these dark, morbid times. 

Art became my 
formula in finding an individual tranquil haven at home, 
however small the space. 

REFLECT
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“while life isn’t always peachy, the 
idea of it is”.

REFLECT
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/chapman_burnett/15310443191/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/chapman_burnett/15310443191/
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https://www.instagram.com/pomme_queen/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/p/B6hz0aNje6V/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
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https://www.instagram.com/chi_sheri/
https://www.instagram.com/chi_sheri/
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OREK TEMPE
(SAUTEED TEMPEH)

REFLECT
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JANGAN TEMPE
(TEMPEH SOUP)

REFLECT
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KOMBUCHA

SOURDOUGH 
LACTIC ACID BACTERIA 
(ACIDIFICATION)

AND THERE IS SO MUCH 
MORE… YOGURT, RED 
YEAST, KOJI (FOR SWEET 
WINE, SAKE, SHIO KOJI, 
MISO), NATA DE COCO, 
ETC.

REFLECT

#
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https://www.instagram.com/_karen.goins_/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/_karen.goins_/?hl=en
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https://www.instagram.com/iamsiobhanbarnes/
https://www.instagram.com/iamsiobhanbarnes/
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COVID-19 has affected everyone 
globally.

 ACCEPT

For many of us, these times have 
been a dark night of the soul.

These times are calling us to get 
honest and ask ourselves deeper 
questions… 

What’s happening in our world has 
an impact on us in our nervous 
systems. We feel all of this deeply.

#
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Armour up to the world

Numb out 

In this article, I want to talk about a 
healthier way of being in the world 
but not of the world, and how to 
find personal peace to navigate 
these current times. 

I want to support us to be able to:

In a nutshell:

Albert Einstein famously said, “We 
can’t solve a problem at the same 
level of consciousness that created 
it.”

As a soulful executive coach,

different

#
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In my discussions, I’ve seen 2 
different types of questions being 
asked…

Step 2: Notice where you feel in 
your body.

Step 3: Let yourself feel what you’re 
feeling

In a nutshell, I believe that these 
times are for waking up + 
questioning how we are living, 
leading, loving and working…

Step 1: Close your eyes and get 
honest with how you’re feeling.

#
https://www.dropbox.com/s/1fm1ehix5fcap3n/Personal%20Peace%20Practice.m4a?dl=0
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Side note for your mind: 

navigating decisions about showing 
up in the world.

I want you to know that you’re not 
alone. If you feel called to share 
your experience and connect, come 
and find me on Instagram at 

Step 4: Ask your body what to do 
next

Step 5: Come back to the present 
moment

This is a self-regulating practice 
that you can use time and time 
again so that you can find personal 
peace within yourself before 

#
https://www.instagram.com/iamsiobhanbarnes/
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中央美術學院 中國油畫院

唐卡

http://www.instagram.com/jacqueline_shiu
http://www.jacquelineshiu.com
http://www.instagram.com/jacqueline_shiu
http://www.jacquelineshiu.com
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OIL ON CANVAS 
150 X 150 CM

ACCEPT
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OIL ON CANVAS
150 X 150 CM

ACCEPT
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OIL ON CANVAS 
61 X 91 CM
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OIL ON CANVAS 
80 X 140 CM

ACCEPT
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/elfredachan
https://www.linkedin.com/in/elfredachan
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Day 1:

ACCEPT

from the Dining Room Table
Day 3:

Day 6:

Day 11:

I’m beginning to see just how much I rely on simple 
acts like changing location, changing clothes, 
changing posture, etc. to help me shift my mindset.”

#
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Week 5:

ACCEPT

Day 14:

Week 3:

#
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=elfiestuckathome
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TRY ELFIE’S BLACK SESAME PASTE

INGREDIENTS

DIRECTIONS

ACCEPT

INGREDIENTS

⅓

⅓

DIRECTIONS
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TO FROST THE DONUTS, TRY ELFIE’S 
CHOPPED-KITCHEN CHOCOLATE GLAZE

OTHER INGREDIENTS

DIRECTIONS

ACCEPT

INGREDIENTS

⅛

⅙

⅛
⅜

⅓

DIRECTIONS
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.

What can I do to keep myself entertained and remain 
in good spirits? Let’s have fun! Let’s make a Lockdown 
Carnival.”

CARNIVAL

#
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It’s a win-win situation!

ACCEPT

Level Up
Let’s spice it up and make it harder.

Roller.
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RUNWAY BUILDING

ACCEPT

BULLSEYE RINGS
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Marking the floor

Lane

ACCEPT

#
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https://www.instagram.com/amnabasheer/
https://www.instagram.com/amnabasheer/
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Q:

AB:

Q:

AB:

Q:

AB:

Q:

AB:

Q:

AB:

ACCEPT

#
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Q:

AB:

ACCEPT

https://www.instagram.com/artpaintinglab/?hl=en
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https://www.instagram.com/tiffinstudio/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/tiffinstudio/?hl=en
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Action shot, drawing

ENVISION

#
http://www.instagram.com/ellenkyle
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TIME NEEDED

INGREDIENTS

WARM UP

STEPS

Don’t worry about creating a masterpiece, just be present.

Ada’s Notes

Graphite pencil, black 
colored pencil

Travel watercolor set 
that I haven’t used in 
10 years, colored 
markers in 2 colors

6x9 watercolor paper

ENVISION

https://www.instagram.com/ellenkyle/?hl=en
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These are actually just 
repeating heart shapes! 

Gold makes 
everything 

better.

I literally 
worked on only 
squares and 

rectangles for 3 
weeks.

Stumbled upon this color 
in my paint palette and 
have decided to only use 

this color for a while, and 
see what happens. 

Constraints are good!

From one of 
the art class 
challenges: to 
draw leaves 
with a single 

line, not allowed 
to lift the pen 

from the paper.

ENVISION
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Just show up

Have fun!

Don’t invest too much 

Give yourself constraints

Tune in to what you’re feeling in the moment

Image of in-progress work / action shot

ENVISION
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https://www.instagram.com/huiytsai/
http://www.huiytsai.com
https://www.facebook.com/HuiYingTsaiArt/
https://www.instagram.com/huiytsai/
https://www.facebook.com/HuiYingTsaiArt/
http://www.huiytsai.com
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WATER. 

 ENVISION
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SHELL. 

ENVISION
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VESSEL. 

 ENVISION
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MOTH. 

ENVISION VOL. 1
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http://www.instagram.com/oobbb.dddoo
http://www.instagram.com/oobbb.dddoo
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2050 ATLANTIS PROJECT

ENVISION
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In the year 2050, a tiny 
percentage of the population 
who survived the earliest 
iterations of COVID become 
vulnerable to a new and 
deadlier airborne strain of the 
virus. Those affected are 
mostly elderly citizens, 
ineligible for the vaccine 
discovered in 2025, which is 
only effective on children 
younger than three.

The atmosphere above sea 
level is no longer safe for 
those at risk, mostly retirees 
who will rely on their 
pensions to pay for utilities 
needed to run their 
underwater homes (oxygen, 
solar power, battery, 
generator, sewer hookups  
and filtration devices). 
Quarantined citizens in the 
final years of their careers can 
collaborate remotely with 
their employers from the 
ocean floor.

Ahn-Wie has just turned 66, 
the 2050 federal age of 
retirement. She boards a 
standard issue residential 
submarine for her mandatory 
relocation. It is made of a 
cheaply manufactured, ultra- 
hard material available in 
varying degrees of opacity. A 
detachable travelpod sits atop 
the main vessel, strapped into 
a frame like a bike rack. It will 
transform into a residential 
unit once anchored to the 
bottom of the ocean, along 
the Florida coastline.
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Ahn-Wie spends her first day 
of retirement watching the 
auto-navigation system guide 
her to the destination that will 
be her new home. As the huge 
vehicle cuts through 
increasingly deep waters, she 
sees some occupied 
residences through the 
system monitors. Approaching 
an empty spot, the vehicle 
extends, curls upon itself to 
form a circle, locks onto its 
target position, and descends, 
as though pulled by a magnet.

Curious about functionality, 
Ahn-Wie wants to know what 
all the buttons in her new 
residence’s control panels are 
for. (She only half understood 
the quarantine officials’ 
instructions before they 
initiated auto-navigation to 
send her off.) Luckily, a 
how-to video starts playing 
the moment her home snaps 
into place on the seafloor.

The first segment of the 
submarine’s body (that she 
initially thought was just a 
navigation room) turns into 
her bedroom! There are 
commands she can enter into 
the control panel to reveal a 
bed hidden beneath the floor. 
A trapdoor (currently 
disguised as a bright rug) 
slides over the bed cavity to 
cover it. This is good because 
the room will double as a 
home office. 
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She has recently joined the 
Association of Freelance 
Graphic Novel Makers and is 
waiting to hear back from 
them about new work. Upon 
waking the next day, she sees 
a virtual meeting alert flash 
on the projection monitor 
above her touchscreen desk. 
She is waiting for this call 
from the association! She 
recalls the voice commands 
that she preset to open the 
shutters and retract her bed 
into the cabinet below the 
floor to take the call.

The association wants her to 
collaborate on a new book! 
With the deadline a month 
away, she has her work cut 
out for her. Ahn-Wie is still 
exploring the vessel’s 
equipment. As she walks into 
the kitchen to think about 
meals for the week, she 
realizes she needs to freeze 
or dehydrate all the squash, 
melons, and tomatoes in the 
vertical hydroponics 
greenhouse for food rations.

It feels like the twilight zone 
after working in the kitchen. 
Disoriented, her sense of 
time is informed only by her 
internet feed and dwindling 
natural light when she looks 
out into the dense water. 
While her laundry spins in 
the background, Ahn-Wie 
heads over to her toothbrush 
and muses at how grateful 
she is for new work. Thinking 
about this lessens the anxiety 
her unfamiliar underwater 
environment brings up.
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2 months later... 
COVID is contained on land! 
Underwater travel pods are 
permitted to go out on 
fishing expeditions but not 
dock on dry land. For 
emergencies, there are intake 
centers every few miles along 
the coast. So far, ordering 
ahead has ensured biweekly 
food deliveries to submerged 
residences. Motivated by the 
fact there has been very little 
fresh seafood in her diet 
recently, Ahn-Wie fires up 
her expedition pod and casts 
a fishing net as she steers 
toward the water’s surface. 
After months of only 
refracted and artificial 
sunlight in her home, she is 
enthralled by a view of the 
surface.

Ahn-Wie pops open the lid to 
her amphibious vehicle, dives 
into the ocean and hauls out 
the fish. After dumping her 
bounty in the back 
compartment, she floats for a 
moment before doing some 
light swimming nearby. When 
her fingers grow pruney, she 
climbs back in and heads 
home.

A garage unit in the center of 
her residence opens for the 
travelpod to enter, before it 
closes and drains out excess 
water. When the airlock is 
secure, Ahn-Wie is finally 
able to exit her pod. Looking 
down at her inventory of food 
for the next few weeks, she is 
ready to make dinner.
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There are several food 
freezers that come with 
Ahn-Wie’s underwater 
kitchen. Apparently, a few of 
her former colleagues who are 
also quarantined have the 
same set up in their homes. 
These freezers are dedicated 
to harvest from residents’ 
vertical gardens and fishing 
trips like this one. Ahn-Wie 
loads the fish into her freezer 
and thinks about how she’ll be 
able to purchase less food for 
a while. She hopes she does 
not tire of eating fish.

While she looks forward to a 
simple steamed fish, she 
realizes that she normally 
buys fish involving extra steps, 
prepared by a professional 
behind the shop counter. She 
pulls up some how-to 
tutorials. It will probably take 
her a few tries. The meal 
preparation turns out to be 
difficult, but she is satisfied 
with the delicious result. In all 
her time here, today has been 
the absolute best - fresh air, 
sun and even swimming, all in 
a day!

She wonders when she will 
ever return to dry land, but 
Ahn-Wie is too full and too 
tired to think more about it. 
As she leans on the doorway 
leading to her living quarters, 
she is very glad to see her bed 
slowly rise out of its storage 
cavity, at its programmed time 
(each day at dusk). The 
shutters begin to close, and 
the seafloor slowly disappears 
behind them. Now she can 
settle in to read the next 
chapter of her book.
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http://www.instagram.com/itsworkscollective
http://www.twitter.com/IWCworkscollect
http://www.itsworkscollective.com
http://www.instagram.com/itsworkscollective
http://www.itsworkscollective.com
http://www.twitter.com/IWCworkscollect

